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IS SUBJECTIVITY NON-EXISTENT?
Legal writing, judicial thinking, the concepts and phraseology of
lawyers have been vitiated for centuries by a fundamental error.
This is the fallacy that poses a dualistic distinction between
ob3ectivity and subjectivity-a phantasy that the two are antipodal'
or even differentiated, coupled with non-empirical positing and
postulating- of subjectivity as an entity
I DAVIS, THE ADVANCE OF SCIENCE CC. I, IV VI, VII (1934) Factu-
ally today in the contemplation of atomic phenomena, vividly dram-
atized by the quasi-cosmic force of atomic fission, we tend to forget
our own modern Prometheus, Dr. Albert Einstein, who helped bring
suffering humanity the new fire-first donated to mankind at
Hiroshima, Japan. Einstein discovered a more dramatic truth, pre-
requisite to our learning to effect atomic fission: the equivalence of
mass to energy The formula is: E=Mc- where E equals ergs of
energy M equals grams of matter, and c equals the velocity of light.
Arithmetically expressed: 1 gram equals 900 quintillion ergs, or, ex-
pressed in a more convenient table: I pound of water transmuted
into energy will heat 100 million tons of freezing water to a boiling
temperature.
One strong inference that can be derived from demonstrating the
identity of two formerly supposed antitheticals-matter and energy
-engenders skepticism toward all theories of dualism, and toward
all hypotheses of opposites. It becomes more tenable to substitute
'hot or cold' 'black or white' antipodals. For when these supposed
opposites, heat and cold, are combined, no non-heat or non-cold is
produced-no neutral nor inert-but, rather, merely a relative change
in temperature. For example one gram of water at freezing (320
Fahrenheit) merging with one gram of boiling water (212' Fahren-
heit) would produce two grams of water at an approximate tempera-
ture of 122' Fahrenheit. This is 'hot' enough to kill a human-usually
sustained fevers of 107' Fahrenheit will prove fatal-but is very
'cold' compared with the 'heat' in a blast furnace. The original
temperature of the 'cold' gram of water (32 ° Fahrenheit) is espe-
cially 'hot' contrasted with laboratory temperatures of minus-450 °
Fahrenheit! Similarly color merges and besides, proves itself rela-
tive; the so-called 'black' substance, for example, if sufficiently
heated soon becomes 'red' and then 'white' hot. And, as is generally
known, 'white' is a combination of spectrum 'colors" no color can
be technically termed and absolute; and the 'greys' produced by com-
bining the 'whites' and 'blacks' are also merely relative. Similarly
'good' and 'evil' 'right' and 'wrong' 'rich' and 'poor' seem mere
variants of viewpoint, economics and geography differently labelled
facets of a monistic reality-mere relative aspects dependent for
differentiation upon "controls" arbitrarily posed.
It may readily be confessed early in this paper that many
words, terms, and phrases utilized in this writing must necessarily
seem and appear auto-refuting in their use to deny the entity and
existence of subjectivity This arises from the inevitable limitations
of language, (see notes 15, 29, mnfra) which is inextricably fastened
to the past. This past holds words, like slaves, in its net of subjective
imagery Through treating the idiograph, symbol, cryptograph, and
the resultant words, etymology and philology show how semantics
STUDENT NOTES AND CO[M-MENTS
For the-purpose of extirpating that hallucinatory myth this
writing will primarily concern itself with an effort to refute the
holding that subjectivity is a separate state or thing in esse, since,
patently, if subjectivity is proven either identical to (and, thereby
merged into) objectivity, or, is demonstrated as non-existent, the
"dualism"-nebulae disintegrates, and the mythical "entity"-cloud
disappears.
That medieval misconcept of subjectivity with its attendant train
of cliches, shibboleths and general abracadabra has long retarded
normal evolution in law-' it obfuscates scientific reason and realism
for the-profession; and threatens to prevent the progressing of law to
its ordained ambit and proper precinct as an interpretive4 and as a
determinant" of that entire configuration of human relations-that
kaleidoscopic complex of persons, rights, privileges, properties,
politico-economics, et cetera, ad mnfinitum.
While initially conceding the probability that law may never
attain the precision and exactitude of physics and chemistry, and
that, as an art-science of humanity6 it should resist the invidious
artificialities and abstractions of Scholasticism, yet, to avoid, or les-
sen, a retrogressive devolution into obscurantism, law must suitably
orient itself to a practicable majority of the more insistent environ-
mental realities.
Paradoxically this does not mean any slavish seeking for cer-
tainty ultimate predictability or immutability" for even the more
highly refined sciences of our contemporary period, integrating and
correlating the objectivities propounded saliently by Newton, Planck,
Einstein, and Heisenberg, among others, pose iconoclastic lesson-
truths specifically derived from this correlation and the Quantum
plays odd and insidious tricks. Language, like the machine in this
industrialized age, has become both master and servant; it cannot
obey a command to present new truth without concomitantly re-
quiring that it be retooled, at appreciable expense, for producing
novel products. Therefore when subjectivity denotation and conno-
tation appears it is hoped that the reader will charitably prefer this
Scylla to the Charybidis of incessant neologism or-worse still-
abecedarianism. See also SEARLES, LOGIC AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS 63
(1948).
• Green, The Duty Problem in Negligence Cases, 28 COL. LAW
REV. 1014 (1928) And see Llewelyn, A Realistic Jurisprudence-The
Next Step, 30 COL. L. REV. 431 (1930) Klaus, Sale, Agency and Price
Maintenance: II, 28 COL. L. REV. 441, 457-464 (1928)
'Nelson, Do You Agree With This Case? 36 Ky. L. J. 265, 270
(1947)
HOLMES. COLLECTED LEGAL PAPERS, 29-32, 67-202, 203-209,
310-316 (1920)
'Perhaps Law is most nearly apposite the psychobiological
sciences.
Cook, The Logical and the Legal Bases of the Conflict of Laws,
33 YALE L.J. 457, 475 (1933)
CARDOZO, GROWTH OF THE LAW 33, 70 (1927) CARDozo, THE
NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 9, 26-30, 161-162 (1922)
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.phenomena, namely the Laws of Uncertainty, Imponderability, and
Indeterminacy. These must also hold valid for law, and, indeed,
factually it is demonstrable that an infantilistic longing for authori-
tarian certainty is a prolific breeder of many of the more obnoxious
legal autisms and myths, 0 those prematurely born incubator mental
babies, so to speak, malnourished by the synthetic chemicals of
quoted precedents, in substitution for the wholesome sustenance of
realistic thought.1
Cognizant then of those imperative universalities, Chance and
Change; realizing that morbid urges for statically inert "security"
and the death-like equilibrium of absolute certainty have their
origins in nostalgic yearnings for a regressive return to an existence
like that of the foetus before birth, or in prevision of utter "immu-
tability" in a grave," one comes to comprehend that the struggle and
gamble is Life-that without direction and movement of energy
(though incalculable, fortuitous and unpredictable) life, time and
space lose all meaning and entity in an immobility of nothingness.
So thrilling to the compelling necessity for striving with and against
all those vicissitudes of reality which constitute true living, we may
not be culpably didactic in transferring the mandate of this univer-
sally supreme principle from the individual person to that particular
legal group-our profession. It becomes equally mandatorily incum-
bent, therefore, upon members constituting our profession to adjust
and adapt to all pertinent scientific data," to welcome chance and
change in orienting to fact and truth, else we become quibbling petti-
foggers foisting our phantasmic hypocrisies and pseudo-subtleties
upon mankind, and, renounce our place in the sun."
'Bridgman, The New Vision of Science, Vol. 158 HARPERS MAGA-
ZINE 443 (March, 1929) BIRTWISTLE, THE QUANTUM THEORY OF THE
ATOM (1926) G. TEMPLE, INTRODUCTORY QUANTUM THEORY (1931)
BLIGH, THE EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUANTUM THEORY
(1926) For an opposing view see JEAN, PHYSICS AND PuimosoPHY 200
(1943) This writer may have followed the Hegelian or even the
Gestalt (configuration) school in: (1) seeking absolutes, (2) confus-
ing the schematic configuration mechanism with the energy-
motion-in schema, (3) terming discovery and the redefinition or re-
statement thereof "tautology"
"FRANK, LAW AND THE MODERN MIND Pt. I, cc. I-X, Pt. 3, .cc.
I, 11 (1931)
" See note 4 supra at 269, 270.
" See note 36 infra.
"Foster, Scientists in Public Affairs, Vol. 40 DARTMOUTH ALUMNI
MAGAZINE 11 (May, 1948).
"Dogmatic? As Clarence Darrow so often indicated 'how can
one be sure?' even that someone else is being:.dogmatic. This writing
will avoid the timidly hypocritical and futile ccrcumlocutions and
apoligias such as 'it might appear' 'the-writer humbly suggests' 'and
it rather seems--when possible.
STUDENT N)0TES AND-.'COMMENTS
A SPECiOUS APPROACH
Analytically examining the derivations of our terms, ob3ectivity
and sub3ectivity, we find therein no specific causation for that il-
lusory differentiation set forth -in the first paragraph, above.' Fur-
ther, philology furnishes no adequate explanation herein for our
purposes since, as frequently occurs, the connotations and over-
tones of our terms, like those of many other words, undergo numer-
ous mutations and often even metamorphoses" Similarly the denota-
tions, as well, come to bear no appreciable resemblance to those of
their original root words.
Analysis first evokes the extrinsic similarity of the double-root
terms, subject and object containing the common stem 'ject' This
nuclear 3ect derives from a Latin verb iacio (jacio) iacere (jacere)
denoting to throw, to cast; note n. javelin, v. project.
The Latin prefixes 'ob' (Greek cognate, 'epi) and 'sub' (Greek
cognate, 'hupo')' 7 have meanings, respectively- 'on account of' 'be-
cause' and (though somewhat rarely with verbs of motion) 'to'
'toward'; and 'under' 'beneath' From the ablaut and 'idem sonans'
principles there are elements of similarity in these prefixes. Their
non-antithesis may be seen.
Thus with little edification from the 'differential' prefix mean-
ings we arrive at 'sub3ect' and 'object', the nouns, and 'sub3ect' and
'ob3ect' the verbs, and again note somewhat synonymous and virtu-
ally correlative 'fundamental' 'tones' and 'overtones' as well as their
differential and antonymous attributes.
Since the addition of 'ivity' to the double-roots, 'subject' and
'object' does not effect any novation," the salient necessity arises to
seek other fields for elucidation. The problem therefore becomes
more epistemological and we leave the semantics area.
GENESIS OF THE FALLACY
"I" "Ego" "Soul" "Pure Mind" "Reason" "Will" "Self"
"Creation" "Subjectivity" are words. Words too often are those be-
numbing narcotics for addicted pseudo-intellectuals; an anesthesia,
so to speak, for the wish-dreaming idealist; and, with an unfortun-
ately higher frequency rate, a paralyzing hypnotic for the legal
writer, the lawyer, the judge."
For present purposes the "I"-"ego"-"soul"-"will" (et ceters)
motif may be considered as denoting segments of the "sub3ectivity"
'
5 STUDIES IN LANGUAGE (philological), (compiled by Colorado
Center Foundation)
"Note 2 supra; note 15 supra; note 18 rnfra.
17 Readers conversant with etymology may note some interrela-
tion with the Indo-European and Sanskrit "obhi" and "iupa," "upzi,"
respectively.
"8A New English Dictionary of Historical Principles, Vol. IX, Pt.
II (for the philology) also Vols. VII and V
19 Note 3 supra.
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pattern.' What is the origin of these word-symbols, and wherein
lies the unreality9 Primarily homo-sapiens is a genus-egocentric.
Man is the true prototype and paradigm of Narcissus, who seeing
only a few facets of his facial contours-an actual paucity of his
total attributes-in the flat-mirrored reflection of the water, falls
irretrievably in love with himself and feeds this love's flames with
his 'reason' his 'soul' and his dreams. The great failure to interpret
this allegorically expressed truth, lies in a refusal to note its uni-
versality. Much more than a limited metaphor, for a rarely found
individual wallowing in a miasma of self-love or neurosis, Narcissus
is the archtype of our species-the typical for our race. Concomit-
antly with this assumption that our species is 'beyond any reason-
able doubt' at the zenith of organic life, and is the microcosmic per-
fection of the universe-a nuclear .apotheosis, as it were, about whose
significant position all subordinate animals, vegetables, and minerals
gratefully circle in their satellite spheres-is the necessarily correla-
tive non-consciousness that man is a mal-oriented infant in an
eeriely alien, a dictated but unsigned, a frighteningly foreign but
definitely grown-up world."L
How old is this grown-up planet? Even ignoring those vast eons
of astronomical time-billions of years-prior to and during the
nevular evolution of our solar system and our sphere, scientists as-
sert 2,000,000,000 years a conservative estimate of the age of Earth
since attaining its present shape and 'solidity'
600,000 years may be safely approximated as the age of homo-
sapiens since he passed over that limen-the generally agreed de-
marcation threshold-in to assuming quantities and qualities more
strongly resembling the totality-attributes of a present-day man
than that simian nature and appearance of his recent evolutionary
' See note 16, supra.
HOWELLS, MANKIND So FAR (1944) 3. "Man himself is the new-
est animal. Furthermore you might say that, for the lord of
creation, he came from a rather unexpected quarter. In body
and brain he is simply a made-over ape with no fundamental dis-
tinctions at all; his organization and all his parts go back, lock,
stock, and barrel, to the anthropoids, and beyond them to those
earlier ancestors in whom those parts first appeared. The change
from ape to man is, in fact, infinitesimal compared with that from
a reptile to a mammal. Man may represent the high-water mark of
ovolution at the present day but otherwise he fits readily enough
into the great framework of natural history, and that is how he
should be judged."
- BILLINGS, STRUCTUAL GEOLOGY (4th printing 1947) and
SCHUCHERT AND DUNBAR, A TEXTBOOK OF GEOLOGY, Pt. II, (4th ed.
1946) For illustration: certain rocks near Lexington, Kentucky are
more than 410 million years old and date from the Ordovician age,
in the Paleozoic Era; older rocks from the cores (axial parts) of the
Rocky, Blue Ridge, and Smoky mountains are Pre-Cambrian age
(Proterozoic Era) and are from 491 million to 2 billion years old.
Note: eras are paleontological; ages are geologic.
STUDENT NOTES AND CO-MMENTS
progenitors.' Now upon reasonably assuming the likelihood of sev-
eral billions more years of Earth's existence after, say 1,000,000
years from today when man shall have taken his disintegration-exit
from this cosmic stage, the picture looms clear, and another aphor-
ism is illuminated; man's life as a species, like one man's short span,
is a miscroscopically minute speck of dust in the long endless road
of time. His beginning-to-end is a scant metaphorical inch near the
middle of a steel measuring tape whose length multicircles the Earth.
To pose a graphic illustration of these figures, imagine one
hypothetical man, 30 years old, whose individual years are to en-
compass and recapitulate the entire life-years-span of the species and
race of mankind.' Each year, therefore, in the life of our illustrative
man will represent 20,000 years in the life of the genus Homo-
Sapiens-the past of the race. Since most present day races have
now emerged from semi-savagery we may well postulate the final
year of our prototype's life as marking an interesting transitional
point in our hero's biography-a shifting from the primordial and
prehistoric into a fumbling and elementary semi-civilization.
His 29th birthday, therefore, might have been utilized aptly to
review and commemorate some of his more startling past achieve-
ments. Through evolving an efficient foot, thereby freeing his hands
from their prior function as forefeet, he has attained manual (and
thus and therefrom, mental) abilities considerably beyond those of
the other quadrupeds. These skills have induced the production of
rude weapons which, in effect, lengthen his arms and increase the
force of his muscles, for building an axe was much more economical
of time than waiting thousands of years for evolution to grow longer
2 HOOTEN, UP FROM THE APE (Rev. ed. 1946) 49-204. The earliest
forms of life leave definite traces from the Proterozoic period
(paleonological) of the Pre-Cambrian geologic age-a period of from
490 million to 2 billion years ago. "The Camozoic" (also termed
Cenozoic) era "is the age of mammals and of man In the
Pliocene age humanoid forms appear." It is in the next most recent
age, however-the Pleistocene, in the Quartenary era (age of man)
-about 1 million years ago-that " the precursors of modern
man are evidence." In the final, present age (the Helocene) and
particularly within the "last 600,000 years man becomes identifiably
differentiated" from simianly similar animals.
' This imaginary person was therefore born about 598.052 B.C.
and is considered as initiating his 30th birthday at the time this
article is being read. This figurative illustration is not nearly so
metaphysical, as it sounds. This is precisely what every human
embryo does from the moment of fertilization until several years
after its birth-with the exception that the foetus recapitulates
(mostly in 266 days sn utero) the staggering. period of more than 490
million years (since life first appeared upon this planet.) Beginning
as a unicellular atavistic entity, the successive stages of invertebrates,
sponges, fishes, amphibians, anthropoids, humanoids, humans, are
restaged, step by step, to give an abbreviated record of the zoological
evolution of man. See "Biogenetic Theory" in all standard biology
texts and, Cf., Note 22 supra pp. 221-224.
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arms, such as those possessed by the chimpanzee. He had become
omnivorous, and was eating other animals as well as berries, grasses,
seeds and fruits, because, for several years, he had no longer been
s6lely arboreal, and he walked a little more erectly upon the ground
than the present-day anthropoid ape. He had used fire for some time
and had built surface nests in caves, upon whose rocky walls he
would soon carve crude marks. When our protagomst is 291 years
old we see him domesticating other animals and his gibbering, chat-
tering, screaming, noise of the savage has given way to a rude grunt-
ing communication system of sounds by means of which onomato-
poeia he conveys partial meanings as he begins his nomadic treks
away from the forests and caves. In the eighth month of his final
year of life, this man makes a tremendous achievement; he learns to
write! Soon he builds more elaborate shelters, begins to run with
the human herd in communities, and the dawn of recorded man-
made history breaks!
Just before the ending of the eleventh month of his 29th year,
Christ is born amid the dictatorial tyranny of Rome and a few
changes in some of our hero's ancient beliefs are effectuated by the
Christian principles then propounded.
His modern devices such as steam engines were developed within
the last 10 days of his life and elecricity within the past hours. Two
hours ago he fought a war for the Four Freedoms and for the ex-
press purpose of insuring eternal world harmony and peace, but
that's not so utterly stupid when one considers that only five hours
before he fought another World War certified to eliminate dictators
and to "make the world safe for Democracy" And just less than a
week ago, he was burning old women for witchcraft at Salem and
congratulating himself-over recently stamping out heresy with the,
Inquisition in Europe..
Obviously then, -mankind's narcissistic delusion' can undergo
' Some minor overts of narcissistic selfishness are reflected in:
'charity' that openly egoistic bid to make oneself feel superior to
the person upon whom philanthropy is bestowed and an identifica-
tion with altruistic causes; 'modesty' an especially peculiar colloca-
tion of defensive tactics (a pretended inadequacy coupled with a
taboo or 'verboten' derived from a secondary identifying of the taboo
word with its meaning-object) and offensive strategy namely the
female's device for attracting and ensnaring the male with a pro-
jected genital-consciousness. Other externalized resultants have been
described as: 'friendship' attempted domination or parasitism or else
the personality substantiation of equality-conception; and 'libido'
which, in a broad aspect always inevitably includes an involution as
well as the atavistic reproduction drive. Freud, from defensive
thinking, undertook to pose 'libido' genetically-synthesizing and
interrelating libido with liking of persons, love of art, and sensuous-
ness-rather than analyzing it as comprised, significantly, of self-
love even after maturity Merely superficial observation shows that
most acts of sex and/or love consist of both physiological and psy-
chological onanism.
STUDENT NOTES. AND COMAEMENTS
some critical -self-examination when it is spotlighted that less than
one thirtieth of his total existence has been even partially emergent
from the bestial savagery of the jungles. The veneer is thin; the
twenty-nine year- old aborigine, with less than his one year's self-
made quasi-civilization, may not (one could conceivably imagine)
have reached the apogee of perfection.2'
OTHER FACTORS IN THE EVOLUTION OF THE SUBJECTIVITY MYTH
Besides the illusions derived from auto-intoxicated irrationaliz-
ing of the self-infatuation proclivities, several additional factors may
be briefly treated at this point. Already indicated supra are some of
the evidently specious and meretricious qualities of words. Like the
tinsel and metal foil utilized in counter radar measures to -occlude
the perceptive search screen, words quite as frequently impair think-
ing as they facilitate itY' Words, also, somewhat like trees, branch
out and expand, change leaves with the seasons, and attract to them-
selves parasitical fungae, insects and plants, which may change, de-
stroy or considerably disguise their intrinsic integrity They further
possess kaleidoscopic and protean qualities, and like women and
starlight scintillate much more superbly when outside the harsh
brilliance of sunlight. Many words are deliberately utilized, simi-
larly to rites and ceremonies,' for the specific purpose of clouding
the brain's cognitive and emotive functions.
"-DALSEME, BEAUMARCHAIS (Am. ed. trans. by Bennett 1929).
M. Beaumarchais says: "That which distinguishes man from the
beast is drinking without being thirsty and making love at all sea-
sons." Depending upon perspective this would likely detract little
from either the comparor or the comparee.
IMagic, THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITTANICA (11th ed.) 308. "For
primitive people the ndme is as much a part of the person as a limb
not only human beings but also spirits can be coerced by the use
of their names; hence names of the dead are forbidden ancient
Rome had a secret name" (to prevent Rome's enemies from incanting
it, thus 'voodooing' the city and its inhabitants) The author of the
article fails to develop his theme fully- note, for example, the pre-
historic genesis of the jinx, voodoo, hes, the Curse, and present day
Africanized practices of superstition, together' with 'father-divines'
holy-rollers, self-induced religious ecstasies such as, those in which.
the victims chatter and jabber in 'the unknown tongue' Not es-
pecially removed from this esoterica are the talismanic phrases and
chants of more conventional ceremonies. See note 28, tnfra.
From this quasi-fetishism and black-magic of the witch doctors
and priests we derive the word taboo, concepts of fatal blasphemy
and statutes forbidding cursing or breaching the peace by using pro-
scribed curse words or oaths. Note also the conventional and legal
prohibitions against uttering phallic- and/or sexual words and
phrases, and the verboten laws re 'indecent' exposure et al. This
magnificent foundation of mumbo-jumbo superstition thus under-
lies much of thew contemporary superstructure of our censorship of-
newspapers, radio and books.
-"The purportedly supernatural mysticism of homa-sanens-
culminating m all~varieties of cults, rites and ceremonies-represents
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Man has, in effect, with his words, 'hoisted himself by his own
petard' into planes of delusion. This happens because words come to
be considered overly real in relation to their objects. Somewhat like
filing system alphabeticals which a lawyer uses to categorize and
pigeonhole various matters, words become mistaken for those very
matters and ideas which they were intended to merely alphabetize
and classify. Herein lies a considerable danger.
Words present, broadly a vague and nebulous abbreviation of
on y a few of those attributes and abstractions inherent in the
things or actions these words are intended to describe. It is merest
platitude that words fail to adequately communicate uniform con-
cept-for example, a physicist, writing for his scientific equals,
must still use exaggeration, overstatement and 'figures' of speech to
express any novel idea. Dropping precipitously to normal conversa-
tion or writing we note a more pathetic dependence upon figurative
language, gestures, and animalistic facial and vocal distortion; the
unduly praised Anglo-Saxon simplicity is little more than a sort of
picture-writing and object-pointing writing and speech, respec-
tively ' Thus mankind becomes confused and takes the imaginary,
a defensive and self-protective covering-up mechanism. This is
urgently needed to conceal and disguise the utter vapidity and
doltish banality of those childish, superstitious gestures and view-
points that mankind is thereby externalizing. Few ceremonious in-
sipidities possess even the alleged significance of a fraternity initia-
tion or a holy-roller sanctification. Partial-to-deep darkness, oc-
casionally incense, symbol and color paraphernalia, and invariably
abracadabra all aid tremendously in excluding either cognition or
reality from this baby-play These hokum seance settings and general
bunkum devices serve the special and principal objective, moreover,
in reducing the probability that any ceremony if its utter meaning-
lessness were perceived, would inevitably provoke great booming
peals of laughter.
'Icy' and 'cold as ice', for example, are often inaccurately em-
ployed to denote temperature conditions because language is inept
at describing degrees of cold. Some of the worshippers of the noble
Anglo-Saxon simplicity might note how far British idiom, jargon,
and slang lags behind the picturesque Americanese. They might
also note the lack of imagery or verve.
As examples of words portraying only an aspect or an attribute
of their objects, one might compose an interminable list including:judge, physician, lawyer, pickpocket, turnkey, governor. Addi-
tionally ad finitum (perhaps) could be itemized: policeman, boiler-
maker, truckdriver, ticket agent, storekeeper.
Further illustration of the non-dependence upon words to com-
municate meanings may be seen in the current vogue for pictorial
advertising. Persons in this profession would rapidly become ostra-
cized if they became so radical as to substitute words for the un-
happy frown of frustration of the halitosis victim, or if they failed
to append photos of Washington and Lincoln to the ads of insurance
corporations. It would be heresy for advertising executives to use
words to describe the excellences of all products from furnaces to
refrigerators rather than to pose well proportioned and picturesquely
STUDENT NOTES AND COM.MENTS
non-existent attributes connoted by the word for a reality-attribute
of the object or phenomenon purportedly described by that word.
And, because of this, "ego" 'creative thinking' 'subjectivity', et
cetera, pose illusionary aspects and unreal abstractions of what they
propose to describe. And the abstractions least susceptible to cogni-
tion-those least 'known' and/or understood-are given vague ex-
tranatural conceptualized qualities contrary to the Law of Parsi-
mony,' and the scientific rules of observation and experimentation.
A further factor is the attempt by man to retain a feeling of
superiority and adequacy. Surrounded by manifestations of superior
natural forces, confronted with experiences of failure and frustra-
tion, man has often reacted by constructing the fabrication that he
is virtually superior to his environment because of an imponderable
extra 'something' utterly different from any other manifestation
and/or experience of any other inert or organic product.
There seems additionally, in this field, a powerful ontophobia-
man apparently fears to learn that he is a machine, and that he fol-
lows the uniform, standard laws relating to energy and mass.
ANALYZING THE AVAILABLE EVIDENCE
Obviously in a writing of this limited scope it will not be feas-
ible to speculate in the field of religion, nor to undertake to encom-
pass the question as to what exists superior to and above man. It
inevitably must prove futile for man to forget his positional limita-
tion in space and time, or to necessarily doubt or deny the pre-
existence and entity of a Deity or Cause merely since this may likely
never become susceptible of full understanding or comprehension.
To attempt to delve into such fields would be as far beyond the
scope herein undertaken as if, in an article attempting to refute the
existence of certain assumed properties in bacteria, the writer pro-
jected a treatment of the question as to whether his conclusions were
equally applicable to human beings.
Delimiting the analysis, therefore, to man, the question is posed
as to whether any satisfactory or cogent proof that subjectivity ex-
ists can be found. Is there, in man, any demonstrable entity besides
collocations and configurations of energy and/or matter?
To negate the existence of subjectivity, or, minimally, to create
a reasonable doubt as to its existence, certain phenomena may well
be examined.
Among those phenomena which have been termed sub3ective
any list could include 'consciousness', 'sensation', 'will', 'learning'
semi-nude models ostensibly guaranteeing the true value of these
items.
Other exponents of these devices include movie producers, pro-
fessional politicians, evangelists, and-sometimes-attorneys.
' That law preferring acceptance of the most simple, direct and
plain explanation of any phenomena over the unnecessarily complex,
circuitous, prolix or unusual theory or solution.
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'creative thought' 'ego' and 'intellect' among others. Likely through
inertia and failure of analysis, from fallacy and illusion, these
phenomena have been endowed gratuitously with extranatural, ab-
stracted attributes as set out earlier in this writing. Is this ascribing
and endowing scientifically sound? Is it supportable in the light of
the evidence?
For the purpose of analyzing the evidence to determine whether
or not any such abstracted, imponderable, intangible entity as this
subjectivity actually exists, several relevant queries can be posed.
After each inquiry a brief but tentative answer may well be inter-
posed, and then all the questions and answers will be expanded and
developed in a concurrent and comprehensive analysis:
1. Can it be accurately stated that any thing separates any seg-
ment, organ, part or function of man from the general objective
totality of existent "external" reality?
Studies in atomic structure have clearly shown the relatively
vast distances between energy-mass particles in an atom. The com-
ponent planets of our solar system are relatively as near each other,
and as closely packed, as the parts of atoms comprising our so-called
solid human bodies. Using the illustration of a man of approximately
200 pounds weight, an authoritative writer' notes that if the inter-
atomic and inter-molecular empty spaces were eliminated, so that
the actual material particles comprising this man were all brought
together, the size of their resultant mass would be such a small
speck that a magnifying glass would be required to see it. It would,
of course, still weigh the same. The Earth would likewise 'shrink'
to less than one mile in diameter.' - Thus it will appear that archaic
concepts of solidity and compactness need readjustment.
The entire body of man, like all other matter, is therefore
largely wide, open and empty spaces within which the 'distantly
separated' small particles of energy-matter revolve. Man's sensation
of insecurity is, then, well based, for compared with many other ob-
jective entities he may be depicted as less relatively 'secluded' than
a goldfish surrounded with water in its bowl, less 'segregated' and
individualized than separate cattle in a stampeding herd, more vul-
nerable to "external" and "internal" dangers than a mosquito in
flight.
So the parts, functions, and "innermost being" of man are about
as thoroughly separated from what has often been considered 'ex-
trinsic reality' as salt is separated from the sea water in which it is
dissolved.'
2. Does any satisfactory proof exist that there is any extra,
imponderable, unique something inherent in man besides those gen-
" EDDINGTON, THE NATURE OF THE PHYSICAL WORLD 2 (1929)
"O'BRIEN, TRUTHS MEN LIVE By (1948)
"JUNG, THE INTEGRATION OF THE PERSONALITY 4 (1939) "The ego,
once the monarch of this totality is dethroned."
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eral, universally found, 'everyday' particles of energy-matter which
manifest themselves in all other objective entities, and are presently
depicted as electrons, protons, neutrons, et cetera?
Apparently, man, like all other objects both organic and inert,
is comprised solely of the same interchangeable matter-energy
building materials. Neither physical nor chemical analysis nor pre-
natal, lifetime or postmortem examination discloses any unique or
new substance or force, or any thing not also existent in substances
'outside' man. Supposedly what happens in any human cell or com-
bination of cells also happens similarly 'outside' man. Thus propon-
ents of subjectivity become confronted with difficulty here, for as
Spencer stated, "Subjectivity cannot construct its argument without
making many times over that assumption which Reality makes but
once.""u For reality or objectivity finds one common 'thing', namely
energy-matter, from which all other things are derived, and of
which they are comprised; while subjectivism must continue to as-
sume other indefinable, non-establishable entities entirely different
and varying mystically with each variant phenomenon attempted to
be explained.
3. Is any living cell in the cerebral cortex, the blood, bones,
toenails, or glands (for examples) lacking in or devoid of conscious-
ness,' libido,' sensation,' or learning?l
Whether one looks at this question from the viewpoint of the
mcrocosmic imagery expressed by Whitman and other writers, or
whether one approaches it from the perspective of scientists, a strong
case is made for the likelihood that each and every cell is an intelli-
gent entity. Intelligent cells may be defined as those, which although
specialized in multi-cellular organisms such as man, still carry out
properly those functions necessary to survival and reproduction in
the same manner as those functions are performed by unicellular
orgamsms, as for example, by the amoeba or the virus. The functions
include a reception and utilization of food, an excretion of waste
products, and an orientation and 'cooperation' with the given en-
vironment. Thus it becomes a most complex problem to pose a pre-
cise localization of intelligence in any one cell, or group of cells, to
the exclusion of intelligent function in any other cell or grouping of
cells. Likely such posing is not feasible or practicable and appears
based upon an unsupportable premise which denies the innate and
separable intelligence of each cell. Those subjectivists, therefore,
who like their antiquarian brethren, the Scholastics, attempt to local-
ize the "seat of the intellect" are probably doomed to failure. And
'"2 SPENCER, PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY 491 (1868).
"
5See notes 43, 44, 45 mnfra.
BRILL, THE BASIC WRITINGS OF SIGMUND FREUD (1938).
" See Myerson, Theories and Results of Autonomic Drug Admin-
istration, 110 JOUR. AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCATION 101 (1938)
' ROSETT, THE MECHANISM OF THOUGHT, IMAGERY AND HALLUCINA-
TION (1939)
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they may be termed unscientific when they speak of "malice in the
depraved heart", "felonious intent", or a "guilty mind" As to the
"seat of the intellect" or the "temple of the mind" even subjectivists
might concede that few substances, either orgamc or inert, would
demonstrate less "mentality" than the brain tissues of a decapitated
cadaver sixty seconds after a thorough disconnection. But how intel-
lectual was the same brain sixty seconds prior to the decapitation
except in its inter-relation and nexus with sense-organs, 'lower'
nerve fibers, blood supply, et cetera?
Was it not approximately of the same 'intellectuality', in its per-
formance of functions cell by cell and in the groupings of cells, as
the stomach, the kidneys, the lungs or the glands? It seems likely
that, similarly to other collocations of protoplasmic particles, the
brain performs simply and merely a physiochemical function; it
seems probable that 'consciousness', 'will', and 'learnig' are chemico-
mechanical phenomena.
When the single cell, which has physiochemically functioned to
produce given phenomena, is broken down into its components-
molecules-to a point where the biologist surrenders it to the inor-
ganic chemist, have those component molecules no 'intelligence', or
do they simply perform a much simpler function than when organ-
ized into the cell? Is not the process of chemical interaction of large
aminoacid molecules upon hydrocarbons, for example, a sort of
ingestion of those hydrocarbons as 'foods'? Dividing the molecules
into atoms, and then into protons, electrons, and "x-y-z-ons", their
functions and processes merely become less organized-less complex.
The cell was initially simply a configuration and collocation of
energy particles.- The electron-bricks, after separation and division,
no longer comprise a house, but they are still bricks and can be used
repeatedly for future building. The demobilized proton-soldiers are
no longer an organized million-man army, but, they can be reas-
sembled.
4. Are not these items purportedly on the subjectivity list-
thought, learning, consciousness, et cetera-really objective? Are
they not actually, as suggested above, physiochemical phenomena
deriving, similarly to single cell function, from simple and complex
interactions of cell-energies and 'external' objective energies-arls-
ing from the objective phenomena of interacting molecular and
atomic properties?
The answer will likely be "yes." Moreover to retain a belief in
the existence of subjectivity as an entity, one must, it would seem,
'Fn. 1. supra, (1st paragraph). The converse of atomic fission
has now been noted anew by the Nobelist, Blackett, whose studies
have revealed the creation of solid matter from energy Blackett has
designations, photographs, and calculations depicting how a gamma
ray of light changes itself into two 'material' particles.
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refuse to receive openly and impartially some particularly stubborn
facts.
For reviewing some of these facts and to expand and develop
the four queries, above, and the tentative answers into a closer analy-
sis, several additional and more comprehensive factors may be rele-
vantly submitted.
Salient among these factors is the false belief, deriving from
ancient proclivities for error, that thought, will, and other facets of
mental mechanism come up out of nothing, and that their source is
imponderable and inscrutable. Like the primitives who believed that
when the sun 'went down' and vanished that it died, and who there-
fore worshipped each 'rising' sun as "new" (and likewise the moon),
many subjectivists fail to conceive that thoughts have likely always
been existent (as energies) and that thoughts only appear different
because of 'new' permutations-reshufflings, so to speak-of pre-
cisely the same components.
Since thought therefore, like other objective phenomena, has
never been scientifically proven to be comprised of anything else
except energy-matter, a view of some of the salient properties of
energy-matter should prove illuminating. One salient property is the
tendency of all energy-matter to retain its given consistency and
shape. Tis is more pronounced in the so-called solids. It is not a
quality confined to living or organic matter but also inheres in the
inert. Thus a tennis ball or a steel rod, similarly to the body of a
man or the stalk of a weed,'" resists environmental forces which
would tend to alter the consistency or change its shape, which shape
and consistency was existent in the object prior to the object's
happening upon the force (wich may be termed an 'event') or
prior to the event's (force's) happening to it. But mechanical and
electrical and chemical forces constantly act and react upon matter
tending to change not only its shape but its makeup. These forces
may be termed stimuli. And the propensity of the body acted upon
to resist these forces, and to spring back and regain its former con-
stituency and shape can be called that body's reaction.
It is primarily important to realize that all matter is perma-
nently changed by its reaction to these stimuli. All stimuli, no matter
how slight, leave some trace of the interaction. For example, if it re-
quires 4,000 rubbings of a toe against the interior of a shoe to result
in a callous, the first rubbing, as well as the four-thousandth fric-
tion, had a tangible and permanent effect. Instruments have been
devised to measure how much a heavy steel rod bends, and the per-
manent effect of that bending, caused by the weight of a common
'°Fn. 1, supra, at 191. Professors Butenandt and Jakoby of the
University of Gttingen found the female sex hormone, theelin, in
many other animals and in plants (illustrating one of the reproduc-
tive orientations of weeds). Besides showing the chemical identities
of many substances found in animals, plants and men, these pro-
fessors indicate the mutual orientation of these three to one another.
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housefly's alighting upon it. All metals, as is well known to engm-
eers, are subject to fatigue-hysteresis-so that if a wire, for ex-
ample, is bent one more time after its critical fatigue point has been
reached, that one bend will break it, whereas if that wire is per-
-mitted to rest before the final bending, it can later sustain many
further bends without rupture. Yet in each case every friction move-
ment, and every bending of the wire has left a definite, permanent
trace.
Similarly, in the human orgamsm, there is the tendency ('de-
sire', so to speak) to retain its original form and status. Emotions,
thoughts, reflexes, et cetera, represent the human reactions to those
stimuli-forces tending to vary this shape or condition.
Where the original physiological state is not reattamed-and it
is never totally reattained after the impingement of any force-there
is an adaptation or orientation. This may consist of, or take the form
of, developing a calloused sole upon the foot, or, in having 'learned'
a thought or concept.4 And since, to reiterate, every stimulus leaves
an effect, the sums of these effects can be manifest as evolution in
the species, learning in the individual, or even 'invention' m the
human's cerebral cortex when intermingled and interreacting
'learnings' form new permutations and collocations like the variant
configurations of a kaleidoscope.
Although all bodies, organic and inert, react and change from
the force impingement, man often makes a more adequate change
than some of the lower organisms 2 Since each nerve fiber and
41 SCHAFFER, PSYCHOLOGY OF -ADJUSTMENT, C. V (1917).
41See Gray, The Great Ravelled Knot, Vol. 179, SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN 26 (1948) Man does not invariably make a superior
adaptation. He frequently makes highly inadequate reactions quite
inferior to those of his less erudite mammalian cousins. For example
in his evolution man erroneously developed a long, thin and unpro-
tected neck and exposed throat. Through its extreme vulnerability
this jeopardized the species, since his spinal cord, lymphatic vessels,
arterial and venous blood systems, his esophagus and trachea all
crowd longitudinally into the neck cable. A wound, blow or pressure
upon the neck can obviously fatally shock the ganglia, produce
lymphatic misfunction, cause fatal bleeding, prevent nourishment
from reaching the alimentary tract or choke one to death. Another
especially vulnerable machine is the human brain; 'crimes' errors,
suicides, psychoses, delusions and superstitions are some of its cus-
tomary malfunctions. A particularly serious disadvantage tending to
the present malfunction of the brain and potentially endangering its
improvement to a point which may eventually prove fatal to the
very survival of the species is the evolutionary failure of 'nature'
to provide coordinate factors for the gradual growth and enlargement
of the skull. This growth is crucially needed since the brain has
reached its virtual expansion limit having already folded and im-
pinged upon itself to the maximum in myriad convolutions in the
attempt to get more brain tissue into the space of an animalistic
skull. As realities grow more complex nervous and mental disabili-
ties threaten to become the primary medical problem. Herein lies
'frustration' of modern man at its worst.
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synapse is permanently changed by the passage of a nerve impulse of
energy, these organisms record the change (memory) and are condi-
tioned to future impulses (habits, characteristics, character) and
often react more 'reasonably' than a chimpanzee or dog neither of
whom possesses as many nerve cells, fibers, or synapses, and there-
fore, is mathematically precluded from as great a variation, or per-
mutation of 'personality' Numerous facts can be cited to show it a
common-place axiom that we can never know anything about any-
thing without getting into some sort of direct or indirect objective
connection with it. Wherein lies any subjectivity? Where is the ex-
istence of subjectivity, or its supposed attributes, in objective reac-
tions from connections with objectively realistic forces and things?
The objective brain like the realistic body may well be compared
with a library or picture gallery contaimng specimens and recordings
of its present and its past. To obviate this writing's seeming to at-
tempt the scope of a neurological monograph, let us glance at only a
few of those specimens. Perhaps we may thereby further effectuate
a disinfecting of the miasma of subjectivity (A concensus of the
neurologists and psychologists cited supra and mnfra can furnish this
composite view upon these following specimens in the cortextial
'library')
(1) Sensation (including that through the eye and ear receptors)
represents a relatively exact present plus a fairly precise past
orientation reaction.
4 3
(2) Feeling comprises an inexact orientation deteriorating to an
atavistic adaptation.
(3) Hallucination is essentially a malfunction in orienting to reality
and results from a shortcircuiting of nerve paths with resultants
of former rather than of present sensations.
(4) Knowing includes variant grades of sensations, of both the re-
corded types (where prior nerve impulse has caused physio-
chemical change in the nerve tissue) and an 'induced' type some-
what like the induced electrical currents set up in the secondary
coils and wire fibers of a transformer. Another grade is the re-
active type similar to the fluorescence set up upon a sensitized
screen by the sweep of a cathode ray-as in elementary radar
devices."
(5) Learnine, memory, judgment and will, in addition to their rela-
tion to the objectivities set out in 1, 2, 3, and 4, above, have a
common causal agent. They arose from the inevitable failure of
the neuropsychic mechanism to return to that precise equilib-
rium state which obtained prior to its experiencing stimuli.
There has been apparently a physiochemical realignment of elec-
trons, and definitely a reshuffling of atoms and molecules in the
nerve-brain tissues. The resultants of these redistributions and
their interconnections are the objective realities termed learning,
judgment, et cetera. Consciousness and awareness are changes
,
3 ROSETT, op. cit. supra note 38, at 88.
" PILLSBURY, ATTENTION 103 (1908)
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similar to the experiencing of concurrent and correlated sensa-
tions."
(6) Emotions are those sensations of visceral changes felt after the
organism has effectuated the changes."6
Recapitulating therefore the queries, their tentative answers, the
authorities' views upon the specimens, and the epitome of the sub-
analysis it is submitted that any title subjectivity may claim to the
estate of existence is clouded with considerably more than merely a
reasonable doubt.
Concededly the excission of subjectivity from legal writings,
judicial opinions, and lawyers' phraseology may produce rather
-startling legal repercussions. Yet humanity has survived the extirpa-
tion of numberless other myths, and appears as competent to discard
this one as some of the similar hallucinations anent sorcery, witch
hunts and like superstitutions."
SOME LEGAL IMPLICATIONS AND RESULTANTS
Subsequent to a determination that subjectivity is a figment of
illusion," some considerably more scientific realism should depose
mythology and become enthronged in the domain of Law.
No cataclysmic societal damage ensued after humanity removed
heresy from the category of capital crimes, nor has utter devastation
overtaken the race by reason of its revolutionary determination to
cease exacting its righteous retribution against those felonious
wretches who were so criminally perfidious as to perpetrate the foul
crime of becoming insane. It is conceivable that the cosmos might
survive a revaluation and different treatment of 'culpable' 'crii-
nals' This will deeply offend those sensitive jurists who feel that a
horse which cannot move, owing to physiological inadequacy, should
be whipped, until he reforms-or-perhaps might be (preferentially)
shot.
Carrying some of our enlightened law enforcement theories to
their logical ultimates should lead many prosecuting attorneys and
'convicting' judges to a degree of consistency When their automo-
biles cease running, or perform imperfectly, they nught better beat
" See 4 SCHOPENHAUER, THE WORLD AS WILL AND IDEA 349 et sequz
(7th ed. 1907).
"6LANGE, THE EMOTIONS 52 (1922) (Curella's trans. from the
German), JAMES, PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY 442-485 (1902). See
GENTILE, THE THEORY OF MIND AS PURE ACT (Carr's trans., 3rd ed.,
1922) 56 et seq.
'7Note 8 supra in which Cardozo states, "One does not appease
the rebellion of the intellect by the reaffirmation of the evil against
which the intellect rebels."
"Note 5 supra. Holmes says that, "our dogmas and attitudes
toward the universe are determined largely by early associations
coupled with the desire to have an absolute guide." If we construe
"early" to mean from a date about 400,000 years ago a sound truth
is encompassed,
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them to ascertain why they are inoperative, receive cogent proof of
guilt from the sounds of the hammer, and then lock them into solitary
garages until they spontaneously burst into gratefully efficient re-
operation.
What is felonious intent, culpability mens rea?"
Is it reasonable to hospitalize an individual if his nervous mal-
function extends upward only as far as a given cervical vertibra,
but electrocute him if a malfunction occurs a bit higher in the spinal
processes, or in the skull-in the cerebral cortex for example? At
what point upon the spinal cord does illness end and guilt begin'
This would better be answered by mystics or subjectivists.
Outside the province of capital 'cranes' in the intermediate zone
between crimes and torts, some enlightenment is apparent, and where
subjectivity, as an existent, has been either mimmized or denied,
considerable realism has been attained in the literature.'
Regrettably but necessarily reverting, however, into miasmic
smog clouds surrounding the ailing ambits of torts, contracts, wills
et al, it may be postulated that the excision of the subjectivity hal-
lucination will decarbonize some of the smoke, clear areas of the fog
and benefit these emergency patients. It is objectively submitted
that this assumption requires neither optimism nor fatalism to sup-
port its basic premise since the surgical removal of virtually any-
thing from these patients will likely deprive them of nothing more
valuable than diseased tissues. Similarly, it is submitted, legal writ-
ers, practitioners, and jurists can quite profitably jettison the sub-
jectivity refuse and trash.
IF SUBJECTIVITY IS NON-ExISTENT-WHAT THEN?
Factually the objective theory of thought-and of motive, ego,
will, sensation and so forth-is probably the more optimistic view,
.since it predicates the likelihood that thought can coincide with and
fully encompass reality. Herein lies another potentiality that God's
truth may become, through objectification, more universalized, for,
with general objectivity prevailing, what holds true in the micro-
photograph, in the test tube, or upon the tape of the electroencephalo-
graph can be established and applied in the courtroom, the class-
room and the practitioner's office.
Perhaps, too, the negation of subjectivity as an existent will
accelerate civilization's entry into that 'coming decade' delineated by
'"See ASCHAFFENBURG, CRIME AND ITS REPRESSION 174-265 (3rd
ed., 1913). Note the fatuity and inanity of a set of "legal" concepts
with which a legal system is imbued that would corn and apply the
phrase "criminally insane." This appears palpably self-contradictory
terminology, 4f not autorefuting.




Nobelist Whyte, the physicist, in which a unified science will estab-
lish a correlated and uniform set of data for all fields of knowledge2
L
For, basing upon objective realities, scientists, lawyers, sociol-
ogists and other intellectual leaders should be able to develop a cor-
related science of thinkng itself. They can determine and establish
essentially valid methods, modes, and criteria for testing the intrinsic
accuracy and worth of given ideas, ideals, and philosophies.
This mode, manner and criteria for thought, if scientifically
based, would inevitably command the adherence of a majority of
sound thinkers throughout the civilized world; and would tend to
eliminate dualistically inconsistent ideologies and concepts so preva-
lent in our times. For if an evaluation manner is of proven sound-
ness, a quasi-mathematical mode of testing may be applied. This
method quite likely might have proved a deterrent to the psychotic
epidemics of the recent past; for example not even the more intent
Nazis would have given credence to an assertion of Hitler's that 2
centimeters equalled 19 centimeters.
With a psychological approximation of the slide rule for measur-
ing thoughts and ideas, obviously many of the jungle myths must
lose status, and many prophets become pariahs in all countries in-
cluding their own. It is unlikely for example, that Commumsm can
survive an objective analysis. And, unless Socialism reconverts into
a drastically new model, it appears, currently as anachronistic as
marxists and kings.
Finally such unified objectivity and scientific criteria and data
may well prove a prerequisite factor in attaining any permanent
world government, since such government would necessarily require
an underlying objective homogeneity of sound law.
ROBERT E. PARK
SWhyte, Scientific Thought tn the Coming Decade, vol. 197
HARPERS MAGAZINE 44 (1948) See GLENN, CRITERIOLOGY 127 et seq.
(1948)
